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 1 Physical Interface

 1.1 Description

Our SiC-based spectrometer connects to standard USB 2.0 ports of personal computers by a single
USB-A plug. This connection currently only transmits data but not power. The power is supplied by
an external plug supply module. Always use the supply shipped from us - before using other power
supplies it  is mandatory to discuss the details  with sglux or warranty is  void and device can be
severely damaged.

 1.2 Drivers

Within our product we employ an FTDI serial bridge with standard drivers available from FTDI
website for both Windows and Linux operating systems. In both cases virtual serial ports will be used
for communication.

 1.3 Port Configuration

Communication via virtual COM port requires these settings:

• PORT (number is assigned after driver installation, typical between 3 and 255)

• BAUDRATE 1 000 000 (one mega-baud)

• 8 DATA BITS, NO PARITY, 1 STOP BIT (8N1)

 2 Logical Protocol

 2.1 Overview, general comments

In our  spectrometer  an  interactive command-response protocol  is  used.  It  features  a  pure ASCII
command set with human readable format for configuration and start and stop of data acquisition.
Each command starts with the @ sign (ASCII 64dec) and is composed of a single lower case word.

If there are no parameters following the command it is terminated by a CR LF (ASCII 13dec+10dec)
sequence. Parameters are separated from the command by a single SPACE character (ASCII 32dec).
Multiple parameters are separated by comma character (ASCII 44dec)

While in data acquisition mode the device sends a continues binary data stream composed of frames.
Depending on the configuration two different frame formats are used (see chapter 3).

Data acquisition is stopped with by any known command.

Within these boxes the CR LF sequence is shown as escape sequence <\r><\n> but for readability

reasons this is only shown for commands but not responses. 

After power up the spectrometer always starts with default settings - thus it is recommended to send a
full configuration command before acquisition is activated.
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In this document a yellow background is used to denote commands

@command<\r><\n>

and a blue background marks their response

response

 2.2 Command set

 2.2.1 command @help

This command displays a help screen explaining syntax, available commands and parameters. It is
intended to help with interactive testing only and not required by automated acquisition software.

@help<\r><\n>

LINESIC128 by sglux GmbH, http://www.sglux.de
========================================================================
Syntax: @command {[value 1],...[value N]}

Legend: @command     = lower case word starting with an @
        [VALUE1],... = optional comma separated list of numbers or
                       strings depending on command

Supported Commands: 6
help            debug           start           break
config          ident

@help                = displays this information :)
@help config         = gives usage information for config command
@debug               = toggles debug information output on/off.
@start               = initiates data acquisition and transfer
@break               = stops data acquisition and transfer
@ident               = prints identification information

Notes:
======
Any command or string send to the module while data acquisition is
running will stop that mode. But it is recommended to send @break
to end acquisition.
For support please contact us http://www.sglux.de or welcome@sglux.de
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The help command also accepts one parameter, and right now the only parameter accepted is 

@help config<\r><\n>

Syntax: @config {range}{,int-time}{,oversampling}{,line freq.}

Description:
 range        [0...3]    = [12.5, 50, 100, 150 pC] is selected as input range
              [-2]       = reset all to default (other options are ignored)
 int-time     [0...12]   = [0.5 line cycle ... 1s], see manual for details
 oversampling [0...1024] = number of samples for digital integration,
                           zero disables oversampling, number if samples is N+1
 line freq.   [0,1]      = 0 for 50Hz and 1 for 60Hz line frequency

 @config without parameter displays current configuration

 Value -1 can be used to change subsequent parameters only, e.g. @config -1,-1,16

 changes oversampling only and leaves range and int-time untouched

which displays  information  about  parameters  and ranges,  and is  also only useful  while  working
interactively from a terminal program.

 2.2.2 command @ident

The @ident  command has no parameters and returns the product  name,  it’s  global unique serial
number, the manufacturer name, hardware revision number and the firmware build date and time.

The response gives two lines of semicolon separated parameters. The first line contains the names of
the parameters, the second line the values of these parameters.

Example: identification data

@ident<\r><\n>

prodname;serial;manufacturer;hwrevisiom;builddate;buildtime
LINESIC128;E01D0325832303532A;sglux GmbH;V08;Sep  4 2014;11:08:54

 2.2.3 command @config

The @config command without parameter returns the current settings for integrator range (range),
integration time (int-time), oversampling and line frequency (linefreq).

The syntax for @config is:

@config {range},{int-time},{oversampling},{linefreq}<\r><\n>
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Power up (default) configuration response to @config with no parameters:

@config<\r><\n>

range;0
int-time;1
oversampling;0
linefreq;0

The @config parameter is also used to change these four parameters. For this either one, two, three or
all four parameters can be given as comma separated sequence of numbers. Parameter values are
natural numbers with the ranges given in table 1.

Parameter Range of
Value

Default
value

Description

range 0...3 0 Internal charge integration for full scale, 
0 = 12.5 pC; 1 = 50 pC; 2 = 100 pC; 3 = 150 pC

int-time 0...12 1 see table of integration times (2), also depends on line frequency 
setting

oversampling 0...1024 0 0 = oversampling (internal averaging) is disabled
1...1024 = internal averaging is enabled, and the given number of 
samples is summed up and returned as sum for each indiviual 
pixel. Thus is a good choice to reduce the data rate at shorter 
integration times.
If oversampling is not used (zero) the acquired data are returned in
short frame format, otherwise in long frame format (see chapter 3)

linefreq 0, 1 0 Selecting the line frequency best matching interfering light sources
may reduce noise in acquired data. It also influences the 
integration times, see 2
0 = 50 Hz; 1 = 60 Hz

Table 1: Configuration parameters, ranges, defaults and meaning

The integration time is configured with a number between 0 and 12, which translates depending on
the configured line frequency to actual timings given in table 2.
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int-time value Integration time for 50 Hz
in ms

Integration time for 60 Hz
in ms

0 10 8,333

1 20 16,667

2 40 33,333

3 80 66,667

4 160 133,333

5 240 200,004

6 320 266,667

7 400 333,338

8 480 400,000

9 640 533,333

10 800,017 666,658

11 960 800,017

12 1000,004 1000,004

Table 2: int-time values and translation to ms for 50 and 60 Hz

Giving -1 as value for a specific parameter does not alter the value of this specific parameter.

Example: change integration time and oversampling but not the range

@config -1,3,8<\r><\n>

inttime;3
oversampling;8

A value of -2 as first and only parameter will reset all parameters to their default value.

Example: reset all parameters to default

@config -2<\r><\n>

range;0
int-time;1
oversampling;
linefreq;0

All trailing parameters that are not given are not changed by the command.

All parameters given will return a line of semicolon separated data with the new value - this value
should be checked to comply with the value given.

Parameter values that are out of range are ignored (coerced to allowed range).
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 2.2.4 command @start

This command immediately initiates the data acquisition and frames are continuously sent until a
@break command (or any other valid command) is received.

The frame format differs depending on the setting of oversampling. With oversampling disabled the
short frame format is used (allowing higher frame rate).

With oversampling (averaging) the long frame format is used. In this case the sum of the specified
number of acquisitions is returned for each pixel. This allows to easily reduce the data rate.

The frame formats are explained in chapter 3.

 2.2.5 command @break

Sending this command during running data acquisition will immediately stop the sending of data
frames. It is ignored otherwise.

 2.2.6 command @debug

Is for debugging purposes only and should not be used in general, and it is disabled after power up.
Each time this command is issued the debug feature is toggled. Please note that the returned data
changes in debug mode and it is not useful for application purposes at all.
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 3 Data frame format
Data frames are binary data and each frame contains a header and payload part. Immediately after the
@start command has been issued the frames are sent continuously until a @break command was
executed. Bytes are transferred in little endian byte order.

Component Format Value Description

Start Marker uint16 0x0A0D two bytes representing CR LF marking the start of a frame

Frame Type uint32

0x00000000
denotes short frame, e.g. data follows as 128 x uint16,
this is used as long as oversampling is zero, this is also called 
“short frame”

0x00000002
denotes long frame, e.g. data follows as 128 x uint32,
used whenever oversampling is none-zero, this is also called 
“long frame”

Check-sum uint16 any CRC32 CCITT check-sum 

Frame number uint32 0 and up
frame number, this number continuously increases by one and 
allows to check for lost frames, after maximum of uint32 is 
reached, it starts from zero again

Frame data

128 x uint16 any
unsigned integer giving the intensity value for each pixel,
pixel number 0 transmitted first1.

128x uint32 any

unsigned integer giving the sum of a number of samples for each 
pixel. The number of samples that have been acquired and added 
up is (oversampling + 1). To compute the mean value of the 
intensity it must be divided by (oversampling + 1).
Pixel number 0 transmitted first1.

End Marker uint16 0x0A0D two bytes representing CR LF marking the start of a frame

From the above table one can conclude:

• size of short frame: 270 bytes

• size of long frame: 526 bytes

The raw intensity values of each pixel PRAW contain a fixed offset of 256 thus the ideal dark response
is  256. Dead pixels normally exhibit a signal of zero, and depending on integrating capacitor (and
probably integration time) the actual dark signal will show some counts above 256.

To  compute  the  true  intensity  signal  PREAL for  a  pixel  one  must  first  subtract  the  fixed  offset
OFIX = 256 and then subtract the dark offset of each individual pixel ODARK. In following formulas is
n = pixel number, cap = integrating capacitor setting, int = integration time setting)

PREAL[n , cap , int ]=V RAW [n , int]−OFIX−ODARK [n ,cap , int]

The individual pixel dark offset  must be obtained from a dark measurement for each integrating

1 Correlation between pixel number and wavelength as well as wavelength scaling depends on specific spectrometer 
model, refer to provided calibration data.
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capacitor / integration time combination. These dark measurements should be repeated from time to
time (every few months).

Computation of the true intensity for each pixel can be done by multiplying PREAL with the pixels
individual sensitivity S which.

I [n ]=PREAL[n , cap , int ]⋅S [n ,cap , int]

 4 Comments
If you have trouble with receiving and processing of frame data at shortest integration times it is
recommended to use oversampling.

Example: integration time 10ms and no oversampling gives 100 frames of 270 bytes per second
(27000 cps), whereas 10ms with oversampling of 9 gives 100/(9+1) = 10 frames of 526 bytes per
second (5260 cps). Of course division of 10 has to be done on the received values - but the interface
traffic is relieved.
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